Suppose that red and blue points occur in R d according to two simple point process with finite intensities λ R and λ B , respectively. Furthermore, let ν and µ be two probability distributions on the strictly positive integers. Assign independently a random number of stubs (half-edges) to each red and blue point with laws ν and µ, respectively. We are interested in translation-invariant schemes to match stubs between points of different colors in order to obtain random bipartite graphs in which each point has a prescribed degree distribution with law ν or µ depending on its color. Let X and Y be random variables with law ν and µ, respectively. For a large class of point processes we show that we can obtain such translation-invariant schemes matching a.s. all stubs if and only if
Introduction
Let R and B (red and blue points) be two translation-invariant simple point processes on R d , jointly ergodic under translations, with finite intensities λ R and λ B , respectively. Furthermore, let ν and µ be two probability laws on the strictly positive integers. We assign independently to each red and blue point a random number of stubs (half-edges) with law ν and µ, respectively. Our aim is to study schemes for pairing the stubs in order to obtain translation-invariant simple bipartite random graphs whose vertices are points of R and B, where the degree of each vertex has law ν or µ depending on its color, and where edges between pairs of points of the same color are not allowed. The first natural question is how different the two point processes and their stub laws can be for schemes matching a.s. all stubs to be possible. This question was first asked in [2] . In the simplest case when we have a.s. one stub per point, it is easy to believe that the intensities of the point processes must coincide in order to obtain a perfect matching between them. Indeed, in [10] this claim is proved and many other properties of so-called two-color perfect matchings between two point processes are studied, in particular, bounds on the matchings distances are given. In our model, with multiple stubs per point, new questions arise. For example, can we always give translation-invariant schemes to pair the stubs that a.s. yield at least one infinite component? Can we give schemes that a.s. give only finite components? For pairing schemes which can lead to both kinds of components, can we give conditions on ν and µ that guarantee percolation and non-percolation, respectively? In [3] these questions were studied for the one-color case, that is, one Poisson process with i.i.d assigned stubs to each point, and the pairing schemes, of course, allow connections between points of the same color. Particular attention is spent on a matching scheme based on the Gale-Shapley stable marriage [8] . In this work we give a sharp condition for when a matching of a.s. all stubs in the two-color case exists and we extend some of the main results of [3] to the two-color case.
Next, we describe more formally our problem and the random objects we will work with. The support (or point-set) of R is the random set [R] := {x ∈ R d : R({x}) > 0}, its points are called red points. Analogously, we write [B] for the point-set of the process B, and its points are called blue points. In general, for any random point measure Λ we write [Λ] for its support. The intensity of a translation-invariant point process is the expected number of points in a Euclidean ball of unit volume.
Let X and Y be random variables with law ν and µ, respectively, and let η R be a random integervalued measure on R d with the same support as R, which conditionally on R, assigns i.i.d values with law X to the elements of [R] . Similarly, for B, let η B assign i.i.d values with law Y to the elements of [B] . The pairs (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) are two marked point processes with positive integer-valued marks. For x ∈ [R], we write X x for η R ({x}) and, for y ∈ [B], we write Y y for η B ({y}), which we interpret as the number of stubs at the red point x and the number of stubs at the blue point y, respectively. Sometimes we refer to the stubs as red or blue depending on the color of the point to which they are assigned. For a marked point process, we refer to the expected number of stubs in a Euclidean ball of unit volume as the stub intensity.
A two-color multi-matching scheme for two marked processes (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) is a point process on the space of unordered pairs of points in R has degree X x and Y y , respectively. The two-color perfect matching mentioned before is the special case in which all points of both processes have degree one almost surely. If a vertex x ∈ [R] (or y ∈ [B]) has degree at most X x (or Y y ), we talk about a two-color partial multi-matching scheme. We only consider simple two-color multi-matchings and partial multi-matchings schemes where the bipartite graph B has no self-loops and no multiple edges, and that are translation-invariant, meaning that M is invariant in law under the action of all translations of R d . Let P be the probability measure governing (B, η R , B, η B , M). We say that a two-color partial multi-matching is a factor if M is a deterministic function of (B, η R , B, η B , M), that is, if it does not involve any extra randomness. We introduce the Palm process (B * , η * R , B * , η * B , M * ), with law P * and expectation E * , in which we condition on the presence of a red point at the origin, while taking the mark processes, the pairing scheme and B as a stationary background. See e.g [14, 1] for details about Palm processes and point processes. For the Palm version of our process, we denote by C the volume of the component of the red point at the origin, that is, the number of vertices that can be reached by a path in B(R * , B * , M * ).
Similarly, a one-color multi-matching of (R, η R ) is a point processes M on the space of unordered pairs of point in R d , with the property that a.s. for every pair (x, y) ∈ M we have that x, y ∈ R, and such that in the graph G = G(R, M) with vertex set [R] and edge set [M] , each vertex x has degree X x .
Let |.| denote Euclidean distance. A set S ⊂ R d is said to be non-equidistant if there are no distinct points x, y, u, w ∈ S with |x − y| = |x − z| or |x − y| = |u − w|. A descending chain is an infinite sequence {x i } i≥1 ⊂ S such that |x i − x i−1 | is strictly decreasing. Most of our results require that the underlying point processes have support that a.s. is non-equidistant and has no descending chains. We observe that both conditions hold for Poisson processes, for a proof see [9] . Also, if B and R are two independent Poisson processes, then almost surely [R] ∪ [B] is non-equidistant and has no descending chains.
Our first result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a two-color multimatching scheme for two marked point processes (R, η R ) and (B, η B ). Theorem 1. Let (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) be two marked point processes on R d , jointly ergodic under translations, with simple ground processes of finite intensities λ R and λ B , and with i.i.d positive integervalued marks with laws X and Y , respectively. Suppose that almost surely [R] ∪ [B] is non-equidistant, and has no descending chains. Then there exists a two-color multi-matching scheme for (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) if and only if
In (1) we also allow ∞ on both sides, meaning that both processes have marks with infinite mean.
The only-if part follows from a simple application of the so-called mass transport principle (see Lemma 1) . For the if part we introduce two procedures leading to two-color multi-matchings, one that applies when both sides in (1) are finite and another one for the infinite case. These two procedures are related to the notion of a stable matching. Definition 1. A two-color multi-matching scheme M is said to be a two-color stable multimatching if a.s., for any pair of points x ∈ [R] and y ∈ [B], either they are linked by an edge or at least of them has no incident edges longer than |x − y|.
Next, we state the main results on the percolation questions from the beginning of the introduction. As already mentioned they extend results proved by [3] for the one-color case. Our proofs are based on similar constructions combined with ideas of [10] on two-color matchings. Now, we leave the setting of more general point processes and work with two independent marked Poisson processes.
Theorem 2. Let (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) be two independent marked Poisson processes on R d , d ≥ 1, with finite intensities λ R and λ B , respectively, and satisfying the condition (1).
(a) If (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) have the same law, we refer to such situation as the symmetric case.
Then there exists a simple translation-invariant factor matching such that P * (C < ∞) = 1.
, then there exists a simple translation-invariant factor matching scheme with P * (C = ∞ | X 0 ≥ 2) = 1.
The next result gives sufficient conditions on the degree distributions X and Y that guarantee the existence and non-existence, respectively of a component with infinitely many vertices for the two-color stable multi-matching of two independent marked Poisson processes. 
It can be seen that the two sufficient conditions are quite apart from each other.
It is an open problem to determine sharp conditions for our model as well as for the one color case. Recently, for the one-color case some advances have been made in d = 1 with P(X = 2) = 1, see [4] , specifically, rigorous arguments are provided that show that there exists an infinite component if a certain event in a finite interval has large enough probability. The latter is supported by simulations.
Invariant spatial random graphs have been studied recently, for example, [6, 5, 13 ] study automorphism invariant random graphs on lattices with prescribed degree distribution, [7, 11, 10 ] study translation-invariant trees and matchings on point processes in R d , and [2, 3] study translation-invariant random graphs for Poisson processes in R d with prescribed degree distribution.
In the next section we introduce an algorithm that yields a two-color stable multi-matching and prove uniqueness for the resulting matching. Furthermore, we prove Theorem 1. In the third section, we prove Theorems 2 and 3. Finally, in the last section, we pose some open questions.
2 Two-color stable multi-matching Next, we introduce an iterative procedure that generates a two-color stable multi-matching for the two marked point processes (R, η R ) and (B, η B ). Our prodedure is a two-color extension of the algorithm proposed in [2] for one-color multi-matchings. That algorithm, in turn, is a multi-matching generalization of the iterated mutually closest matching algorithm from [10] . We will refer to our algorithm as 2CIMC.
Following [10] , we call a pair of points x, y potential partners if one is red while the other is blue. We say that two potential partners x and y are mutually closest if y is the closest potential partner to x and x is the closest potential partner to y. We denote by M(x) a partner of a point x; that is {x, M(x)} ∈ [M]. Next we describe the 2CIMC algorithm.
Given the point configurations [R] and [B], we start by creating an edge between each mutually closest potential partners in [R] ∪ [B]
, and then removing one stub from each of these points. In the next step, we consider the set of points which still have at least one stub after the previous step. We call two potential partners compatible if no edge was created between them in the previous step. An edge is created between each compatible mutually closest potential partners in this set, and again we remove one stub from each of these points. Then the algorithm is iterated.
By construction, the algorithm above yields almost surely a two-color partial multi-matching that avoids multiple edges and self-loops. The next result shows that if the two processes have the same finite stub intensity then almost surely all stubs are matched and we obtain a two-color stable multimatching. In the case where the stub intensities are different we obtain almost surely a two-color partial stable multi-matching that exhausts all stubs in the process with smaller stub intensity. (1) holds, then almost surely the 2CIMC algorithm described above exhausts the set of stubs, and the limiting graph (after an infinite number of iterations) is a two color stable multi-matching. No other two color stable multi-matching of (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) exists.
(b) If (1) holds with a strict inequality, the 2CIMC algorithm yields a translation-invariant two-color partial stable multi-matching scheme that almost surely exhausts all stubs in the process with smaller stub intensity.
Remark 1.
For the case when ν({1}) = µ({1}) = 1, the result is an application of the two-color stable matching of [10, Proposition 9].
Remark 2. We note that the 2CIMC algorithm can be applied when some pairs of vertices already have an edge between them and additional connections between such vertices are prohibited. When the existing edges form a translation-invariant process the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 1 shows that the procedure yields a two-color partial multi-matching that a.s. exhausts all stubs of the process with lower stub intensity.
We state without proof the following well-known lemma that is usually called the mass transport principle.
Given a translation-invariant two-color partial multi-matching, the point process of matched red stubs is the point process that counts the number of unordered pairs {x, M(x)} ⊂ R d where x ∈ [R]. By definition, the intensity of this process is the expected number of red stubs matched by M in a fixed set of unit volume, we also call this intensity the matched red stub intensity. The process of the remaining red stubs (associated with the given two-color partial multi-matching) is a marked point process that assigns to each point x ∈ [R] an integer which is the difference between its initial number of stubs X x and the number of partners x has in the two-color partial multi-matching. If we define the unmatched red stub intensity to be the expected number of unmatched red stubs in a fixed set of unit volume, we have that this number is the difference between the initial stub intensity of the red points and the matched red stub intensity. These two point processes are defined on the same probability space supporting (R, η R , B, η B , M). We define similar objects for the blue points.
Lemma 2. (Fairness) Let (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) be two marked point processes on R d with ground processes with finite intensities λ R and λ B , and i.i.d marks with law η R and η B , respectively. Let M be a translation-invariant two-color partial multi-matching of the two marked processes. Then the point processes of matched red stubs and of matched blue stubs have equal matched stub intensity.
Proof of Lemma 2: Apply Lemma 1 to the mass transport in which each red point in A with matched stubs sends unit mass to each one of its partners in B. Then ET (Q, R d ) is the intensity of matched red stubs, while ET (R d , Q) is the intensity of matched blue stubs.
This lemma is a multi-matching analogue of Lemma 7 in [10] , and it gives an immediate corollary.
Corollary 1.
If there exists a translation-invariant two-color multi-matching for (R, η R ) and (B, η B ), then λ R E(X) and λ B E(Y ) must be equal.
Proof of Proposition 1 (a): Let N R and N B be the point processes of the red and blue points, respectively, with at least one unmatched stub after the 2CIMC algorithm is completed. Then N R and N B are ergodic point processes, and hence we have three possible cases:
(i) both have a.s infinitely many points,
(ii) one has a.s infinitely many points and the other has a.s no points, (iii) both have a.s no points.
Our aim is to rule out the first two cases.
(i) To rule out the first case we adapt the argument of the proof of [3, Proposition 2.2] to the two-color case. First, we call a unordered pair of points x ∈ N R and y ∈ N R compatible if they do not have an edge between them in the configuration obtained after applying the 2CIMC procedure. The finite components of the graph G would form directed cycles of even sizes (given the bipartite nature), but these cycles cannot be of size greater than two as noted in [3] . So, the finite components must be precisely the cycles of length two. This however corresponds to two mutually closest compatible points with no edges between them and an unmatched stub at each point, which is impossible since an edge would have been created between them at some stage of the 2CIMC procedure. Hence G has no finite components. (ii) To rule out the second case, that is, that [N R ] has a.s infinitely many points and [N B ] is a.s empty, and vice-versa, we adapt the argument of the proof of [10, Proposition 9] that shows a similar result for two-color matchings. The key is to use the Fairness Lemma 2 which says that the processes of matched red stubs and matched blue stubs have equal stub intensity.
If we assume that both processes (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) satisfy (1), then Lemma 2 implies that after the 2CIMC algorithm the point processes of remaining red stubs and blue stubs have equal unmatched stub intensity. Since it is not the case if one of them has a.s infinitely many points with unmatched stubs and the other is a.s empty, this case is ruled out.
We can conclude that both [N R ] and [N B ] have a.s no points, which means that the 2CIMC procedure exhausts a.s. all stubs.
That the resulting two-color multi-matching is stable follows from the definition: any unstable pair of compatible points would have had an edge created between them at some step of the two-color multimatching procedure. The uniqueness of the two-color stable multi-matchings follows by induction over the steps in the algorithm to show that each edge that is present in the resulting configuration must be present in any two-color stable multi-matching for this given configuration of points and stubs.
Proof of Proposition 1 (b): Assume without loss of generality that the red points have a strictly larger stub intensity than the blue points. We want to show that after the procedure we will have N B empty almost surely, in other words, all points with remaining stubs are red. To show that we need to rule out the following cases:
(ii') N B has infinitely many points and N R has no points a.s.
The item (i') is ruled out by the same argument as in the item (i) of part (a) of the proposition. To rule out item (ii') we apply the Fairness Lemma. It implies that the processes of matched red and matched blue stubs have the same matched stub intensity. Since, in (ii'), N R is empty almost surely, it would imply that the matched blue stub intensity is λ R E(X), but this is strictly bigger than the stub intensity of the blue points.
Our proof of Proposition 1(a) does not include the case where both marked point processes have mark processes with infinite mean, since we have used the finiteness of (1) in the item (ii) to obtain that the stub intensity of points with remaining stubs is the same in both processes. Below we describe a matching scheme that yields a two-color multi-matching when both point processes have mark processes with infinite mean. Briefly, this matching scheme uses the 2CIMC procedure repeatedly. In each stage the number of stubs that are alllowed to be matched per point is truncated in such a way that at least one of the colors have all their allowed stubs matched. Then we proceed by alternating the color that has all allowed stubs matched at each stage. is almost surely non-equidistant and has no descending chains. Then there exists a factor two-color matching scheme that exhausts the set of red and blue stubs almost surely.
Proof of Proposition 2:
The idea is to apply the 2CIMC infinitely many times. Each time, we truncate the number of stubs that are allowed to be used for each color in such a way that at least all points of one of the colors have all their allowed stubs matched. And, for the next round we make sure that we alternate the color which has all allowed stubs matched.
Since both X and Y have infinite mean and take values on the positive integers, it is possible to choose two increasing sequences of truncated r.v.'s {X i } i≥1 and {Y i } i≥1 such that X i ↑ X and Y i ↑ Y , and such that for the odd indices i, we have λ B E(Y i ) ≥ λ R E(X i ), and for the even indices we have
By the i − th truncated version of the random variable X, we mean an integer valued random variable X i that distributes its probability mass equal to X from 1 to an integer value J i − 1, and puts the remaining probability mass at the integer value J i . By an increasing sequence of truncated r.v.'s {X i } i≥1 , we mean that 1 ≤ J 1 < J 2 < . . .. The i − th truncated version of the random variable Y i is defined similarly, and we denote by K i the maximum integer value that it assumes with a positive probability.
In the first step, we allow at most J 1 stubs of each red point to be matched, and similarly at most K 1 stubs for each blue point, that is, we ignore the other stubs in this first round if they exist. Then, by Proposition 1, we obtain a translation-invariant partial two-color multi-matching that exhausts almost surely all allowed stubs on the red points. In other words, in this step we matched all stubs at red points with less than J 1 stubs and J 1 stubs at other red points. For the blue points the number of matched stubs per point ranges from 0 to K 1 , and in addition, by Lemma 2, we have that the process of matched red stubs and matched blue stubs have the same intensity.
In the next step, we use the next truncation, and allow at most J 2 stubs for the red points, including those which were allowed in the previous step, and similarly for the blue points using K 2 instead. Since in the end of the previous step, we had that the process of matched red stubs and matched blue stubs have the same stub intensity, the inequality λ B E(Y 2 ) ≤ λ R E(X 2 ) implies that the stub intensity of unmatched allowed blue stubs is smaller than or equal to the stub intensity of unmatched allowed red stubs in this step. We use the 2CIMC procedure with the restriction that pairs of red and blue points that have been connected by an edge in the previous steps cannot be linked again. Since the existing edges were created in a translation-invariant way, by Remark 2, our procedure also yields a translation-invariant partial two-color multi-matching that exhausts all allowed stubs of the blue points which were not matched in the previous steps. So, we obtain that all stubs at blue points with less than K 2 stubs and K 2 stubs at other blue points are matched by the end of the second step.
We repeat these steps infinitely many times using the alternating truncations and the restricted version of the 2CIMC procedure to match pairs of red and blue points with unmatched allowed stubs that did not share an edge created in the previous steps. At the end of each step one of the colors have all stubs matched up to a certain level. Since each point has almost surely a finite number of stubs, for each point at some step all their stubs will be matched. As a result our procedure exhausts almost surely all stubs after infinitely many stages.
Proof of Theorem 1: For the only-if part we use Corollary 1. For the if part we have to separate the claim in two cases depending on if (1) is finite or not. In the first case, we obtain the result from Proposition 1 (a), and for the other one we use Proposition 2.
Percolation for the Poisson case
In this section, we prove Theorems 2 and 3.
Percolating and non-percolating schemes
Next, we describe two factor schemes, one that yields a.s. only finite components, and another one which gives a.s. at least one infinite component.
Proof of Theorem 2 (a): Let R n denote the process of red points x ∈ [R] such that X x = n (i.e, the red points with n stubs), similarly B n denotes the process of blue points with exactly n stubs. The idea is to partition [R n ] ∪ [B n ] into groups of size 2n where each group has n points of each color. Then the configuration is taken to consist of bipartite complete graphs on each of these groups.
Take n such that R n and B n are non-empty, this is possible since µ = ν. First, to partition [R n ], we assign each red point in [R n ] a type i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} as follows. Let D * Rn denote the distance from the origin to the closest other point in the Palm version of R n , and let 0
and let R i n be the process of points of R n of type i. Since we are in the symmetric case we can use the same numbers {d 0 , d 1 , . . . , d n } to partition B n . Analogously, for y ∈ [B n ], we define D Bn (y) and assign the type i if
Note that the assignment of types does not envolve any extra randomness, and that for each n, the processes R 1 n , B 1 n , . . . , R n n , B n n have equal intensities and are jointly ergodic under translations. Since all processes have the same intensity we can use the two-color stable matching repeatedly to construct the groups of size 2n as follows. First, for each color, we use the two-color stable matching to match each type i point to a unique type i + 1 point, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. The union of these matchings partitions [R n ] ∪ [B n ] into monocromatic groups of size n. To form groups of size 2n with n points of each color we assign to each red point of type 1 a blue point of type 1, again using the two color stable matching. The components of the graph are bipartite complete graphs formed with each one of these groups.
Remark 3. The same idea can be applied to cover some asymmetric cases satisfying (1), however, we do not have a general construction for the asymmetric case.
In order to prove part (b) of Theorem 2 we make use of the following result of [3] in which the proof is only sketched since it is part of the proof of Theorem 1 of [11] . We briefly mention how it is proved because it will be useful to our argument.
Lemma 3. (Lemma 3.1 of [3])
For a Poisson process P with exactly 2 stubs on each point, there exists a factor matching scheme in which G has a single component consisting of a doubly infinite path.
The main step to obtain this result is to construct, in a translation-invariant way, a one-ended tree whose vertex set is [P] . Once such one-ended tree has been constructed a doubly infinite path is obtained by first ordering the children of each vertex according to the distance from its parent, and then ordering all vertices according to a depth-first search. By linking each pair of vertices that fall next to each other in this ordering by an edge we obtain the desired doubly infinite path (See Theorem 1 in [11] for details).
Proof of Theorem 2 (b): First, we will prove the claim for the symmetric case. Let R ≥2 denote the process of red points x ∈ [R] with X x ≥ 2, and define B ≥2 similarly. Since both processes have the same intensity, there is a two-color perfect matching of them. We proceed by constructing a translationinvariant one-ended tree whose vertex set is [B ≥2 ] as was mentioned before. To obtain a doubly infinite path, however, instead of linking blue vertices that fall next to each other in the ordering, we link each blue vertex to the red vertex matched to the next blue vertex in the ordering by an edge. When this is done we have used two stubs per point and we are left with a doubly infinite path with alternating colors involving all points of [R ≥2 ] ∪ [B ≥2 ]. In order to match the points of [R] ∪ [B] with remaining stubs we apply the 2CIMC procedure with the restriction that we do not allow connections between points that already have an edge between them arising from the connections along the doubly infinite path. Since, by Lemma 2, the processes of red and blue points with remaining stubs have equal stub intensity, and the edges created before form a translation-invariant process, we obtain from Remark 2 and Proposition 1 that the result is a perfect two-color multi-matching.
For the asymmetric case, we proceed similarly but first we identify the marked point process with the lowest intensity of points with degree greater than or equal to 2. Then we obtain a two-color partial matching between such points and the points with at least degree two from the other process. Such partial matching must a.s. assign one partner to each point in the process with the lowest intensity of points with degree greater than 2. Then we use such matched pairs to construct the bi-infinite path as we did for the symmetric case. The rest of the proof is equal to the symmetric case.
Percolation for the stable multi-matching
Next, we show that the sufficient conditions given in [3] for the existence and absence of an infinite component for the one color stable multi-matching on a Poisson process with i.i.d. degrees can be extend to our model. Our proof of Theorem 3 is a modification of the proof of [3, Theorem 1.2] .
The proof of Theorem 3 (a) uses a renormalization argument and a theorem from [15] concerning domination of r-dependent random fields by product measures. A random field {X z } z∈Z d is said to be r-dependent if for any two sets A, B ∈ Z d at distance l ∞ -distance at least r from each other we have that {X z } z∈A is independent of {X z } z∈B . Below we state without proof the version of the domination result we need. Proof of Theorem 3 (a): For clearness we repeat the renormalization procedure of [3] adapted to our need. We partition R d into cubes and declare a cube to be good if it contains at least one point of each color (red and blue) but not too many points of each color and if the same holds for all cubes close to it. The idea is to deduce from Theorem 4 that the good cubes can be made to percolate, and we observe that, if each point (blue or red) has sufficiently many stubs attached to it, then each red (blue) point in a good cube must be connected to each blue (red) point in its adjacent cubes in the two-color stable multi-matching.
Let us describe the partition. For a ∈ R, let aZ d = {az : z ∈ Z d }. We partition R d into cubes {C az } z∈Z d centered at the points of aZ d and with side a. We call two cubes C az and C ay adjacent if |z − y| = 1, and write m = m(d) for the smallest integer such that the maximal possible Euclidean distance between points in adjacent cubes does not exceed ma. For each cube C az a super-cube S az is defined, consisting of the cube itself along with all cubes C az with y at l ∞ -distance at most 2m from z. As a result, a super-cube contains (4m + 1) d cubes.
We say that a cube C az is acceptable if it contains at least one point of each color (red and blue) and at most n = n(d) points of each color. The number n will be specified below. A cube C az is said to be good if all cubes in S az are acceptable. From the independence between (R, η R ) and (B, η B ) we have that the probability that a cube C az is acceptable is equal to
By choosing a sufficiently large we can make the probability of having no red (blue) points in C az arbitrarily small, then for a fixed a we can choose n large in order to make the probability of having more than n red (blue) points in C az arbitrarily small. Hence, the probability that C az is acceptable can be made arbitrarily close to 1, and consequently, also the probability that C az is good can be made arbitrarily close to 1. In particular, we can make it large enough, as required by Theorem 4, in order to guarantee that the good cubes percolate. Fix such values of a and n, and let k = n(4m + 1) d and assume that P (Y ≥ k) = P (X ≥ k) = 1. Now, the same argument of [3] [end of the proof of Theorem 1.2(a)] can be applied for the red and blue points in a good cube to show that they desire all points of different color in the adjacent cubes.
Since each red point in a good cube desires each blue point in the adjacent cubes and vice-versa, all that remains is to note that two points that desire each other will indeed be matched. This follows from the definition of the two-color stable multi-matching. Hence all points in a good cube are connected to all points of the other color in its own cube and in the adjacent cubes. Since the good cubes percolate this proves the claim.
Next, we prove Theorem 3 (b). A modification of the argument in [3] [Theorem 1.2(b)] allows us to prove the claim under the assumption that only one of the processes has a strictly positive probability of degree 1 (if both processes have strictly positive probability of degree 1, it follows from the same argument as in [3] ).
The next lemma states that the only infinite components that can appear in the graph B obtained from a translation-invariant multi-matching in which all points have degree at most two are a.s. biinfinite paths.
Lemma 4. In any translation-invariant two-color multi-matching scheme, a.s B has no component consisting of a singly infinite path.
Proof of Lemma 4:
The proof for the two-color case is identical to the one-color case which can be found in [3, Lemma 5.1]. The proof is obtained by an application of the mass transport principle.
If we restrict the number of stubs per point to be at most 2, then by the above lemma we obtain that a.s. the only infinite components that can appear in B are bi-infinite paths.
Proof of Theorem 3 (b): As mentioned above the only infinite components that can appear are a.s. bi-infinite paths. Assume for contradiction that such bi-infinite paths occur with positive probability. For each configuration that contains such a path we will describe a coupled configuration in which, with positive probability, one such path is cut apart into two singly infinite paths. This conflicts with Lemma 4.
For any configuration with at least one bi-infinite path, let {x i } ∞ i=−∞ be the bi-infinite path with the nearest vertex to the origin, and write r for the second closest red point of the origin on such bi-infinite path, and b 1 and b 2 , respectively, for its two blue neighbors on the path. This path will be cut apart by removing the red point r and by re-randomizing the degree of the blue points in the coupled configuration as follows.
Let {Y y } y∈ [B] be the degree process associated with (B, η B ). First, construct a coupled configuration in which we introduce for the blue points a modified degree process {Ỹ y } y∈ [B] with the same law as in the original configuration, and remove the red point r. The modified degree process {Y y } y∈ [B] is obtained as follows. For each y ∈ [B], we let Y y =Ỹ y with probability 1 − e −|y| , and with the remaining probability we independently generate a new number of stubs with law Y . We call the points which have received a newly generated degree in the modified configuration re-randomized points. We observe that the same Borel-Cantelli argument used in [3] shows that the number of re-randomized point in the modified configuration is almost surely finite:
Second, we use the fact that the law of (R − δ r , η R−δr ) is absolutely continuous (≺) with respect to the law of (R, η R ), which is a straightforward modification of [10] [Lemma 18 (ii)]. By [12] [Lemma 15], there is a Borel set S with finite Lebesgue measure such that P(R| S = δ r ) > 0, where R| S denotes the restriction of R to S. By [12] [Theorem 1 (iii) and Remark 1] and the fact that (R−δ r , η R−δr ) ≺ (R, η R ), we have that (R| S c , η R| S c ) ≺ (R, η R ); and since the two marked Poisson processes are independent we obtain that (R| S c , η R| S c , B, η B ) ≺ (R, η R , B, η B ).
Let A be the event that in the coupled configuration the only re-randomzied points are exactly b 1 and b 2 , and that both have received a newly generated degree equal to 1. By the finiteness of the set of re-randomized blue points, this event has a positive probability. Now, we claim that, under A, the two-color stable multi-matching obtained in the coupled configuration is equal to the one obtained in the original configuration except for the removed red point r and its incident edges (r, b 1 ) and (r, b 2 ) that do not exist. It is clear that in this matching we have cut apart the bi-infinite path {x i } ∞ i=−∞ into two singly infinite paths which contradicts Lemma 4. We prove our claim in 2 steps. First, write B for the resulting graph obtained from the original configuration and writeB for the graph obtained by removing the point r and its incident edges from B. We claim thatB is a two-color stable multi-matching for the configurations in A. Suppose for contradiction that it is unstable, then there is at least one pair of points (x, y) of different colors inB such that both points have edges which are longer than |x − y|. We note that for the points which are still inB there are only two possibilities. Either they are linked to r in B and lost their edges to r iñ B, or they still have all their partners and edges as in B. Since we have not created any new edge or added new pairs of points, the pair of edges which are longer than |x − y| that makesB unstable must also be present in B. Furthermore, the pair (x, y) must be stable in B. Some thought reveals that the only way it could have been stable in B but not inB is if one of the points had an edge in B which was erased. But that would mean that one of them is r which is not inB. Second, in our coupled configuration, under A, all points have all stubs matched if we match them according toB. SinceB is stable, and we have by Proposition 1 that the two-color stable multi-matching is a.s. unique and is attainable by the 2CIMC algorithm, we have that applying such algorithm, under A, to the coupled configuration a.s. leads to the graph which must be equal toB. This concludes the proof.
Questions
(i) Let T be the total edge length of a typical point, that is, the sum of the length of all edges incident to it, and let X be a probability distribution on the strictly positive integers. In [2] , the following result was proved for the one-color case with points from a Poisson process R in R d . Consider the total edge length of a typical red point. Is there a similar result for two-color multi-matchings?
(ii) Can the 2CIMC algorithm be analyzed when the marked point processes have infinite mean for the i.i.d. mark processes?
(iii) Give sharper conditions for percolation and non-percolation in the two-color stable multi-matching. In d = 1, for the one-color case some advances have been made in [4] , when we assign a.s. 2 stubs per point. Could their methods and results be extended to the two-color case?
